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This book is filled with activities, 
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children and young people with SEMH 

needs and SLCN. 
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Please note that for simplicity’s sake we use the term ‘young people’ to refer 

to children and young people. We use the term ‘children’ when the research 

quoted specifically uses this term.

Aaron’s story

Aaron is 13 years old. He struggled with reading and writing in primary 

(elementary) school, but since his transfer to his mainstream secondary 

(high) school the situation had deteriorated. His parents had consistently 

told him he was smart, as he could do lots of things well, but Aaron 

continued to tell himself he was ‘thick’ because he often did not ‘get’ 

things or took a long time to work out what to do. One day in class, 

Aaron realised he did not understand the work he had been set but was 

too self- conscious to ask for help. Aaron did not get much work done in 

this lesson and so was given a detention. Just one of several that week. 

When a supportive staff member spoke with him, Aaron was unable to 

explain what had happened, and so this staff member thought he was 

unmotivated and rude. This sort of thing kept happening, and adults 

began to talk about ‘deterioration, consequences and repercussions’, all 

words which Aaron did not understand. On many occasions, Aaron was 

asked to explain his actions, but by now his self- esteem was so low that 

he just looked down at the floor and gave minimal responses. He was 

getting more frustrated and angrier and began to lose his temper.

The authors have often encountered stories such as Aaron’s (and far worse) 

in our practice, where a young person with identified Social, Emotional and 

Mental Health needs (SEMH) has their Speech, Language and Communication 

Needs (SLCN) unnoticed by all involved. Researchers have noted similar 

patterns on a wider scale (Hollo et al, 2014).

One study suggests that 81% of young people who present with SEMH and/

or behavioural problems also have SLCN, and this is mostly unrecognised 

(Hollo et al, 2014). Practitioners do not set out to disregard language and 

communication needs, but these difficulties can be hard to detect. SEMH can 

overshadow SLCN, and also practitioners may not know what SLCN looks like 

or even know that they should be looking for it. Many young people with 
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SEMH are talkative, but they may not have the skills required to understand 

complex language, talk about feelings, negotiate or explain the reasons behind 

their thinking. Their poor response to instructions can easily be labelled as 

being due to poor attention or a lack of cooperation (which it may be) rather 

than difficulty understanding the spoken words. Many young people with 

SEMH also lack the self- awareness and confidence to seek help and instead 

develop sophisticated ‘camouflage’ techniques.

Even when recognised, the interaction between SLCN and SEMH is complex and 

young people may present in very different ways (Conti- Ramsden et al, 2018). 

As a result, there is no ‘rule book’ about how young people will be affected 

but being aware of SLCN gives adults who work with young people with SEMH 

a starting point to offering more effective support.

The language and communication needs associated with SEMH can be complex 

and hard to spot, but the key areas to focus on are:

1 Understanding language: vocabulary, grammar and instructions. (Cohen 

et al, 2013; Bühler et al, 2018)

2 Emotional literacy skills: labelling of own feelings and those of others 

and managing own emotions with words. (Rieffe & Wiefferink, 2017; van 

den Bedem et al, 2018a)

3 Inferencing and verbal reasoning: ‘reading between the lines’ and 

working out what has not been explicitly stated (in conversation and 

reading) and verbalising one’s own thinking. (Hollo et al, 2018)

4 Narrative skills: describing real events, including one’s own life story, but 

also fictional stories. (Pearce et al, 2014; Colozzo et al, 2011)

5 Social problem- solving: using talk to think about how people interact with 

one another and how to sort out misunderstandings. (Wolters et al, 2014)

It is hard to predict exactly how these language and communication skills gaps 

will impact on any one young person but they can include negative effects on:

1 Academic success Norbury et al, 2016
2 The ability to develop positive Forrest et al, 2018; van den Bedem et al, 

relationships. Children with 2018b
SLCN can be at a greater risk 
of being bullied

3 Literacy and behaviour Westrupp et al, 2020; Petersen et al, 2013
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4 Mental health Im- Bolter et al, 2007; Salmon et al, 2016; 
Maggio et al, 2014

5 Self-belief Botting et al, 2016
6 Accessing behaviour or mental Im- Bolter et al, 2013

health interventions

Successful social communication (saying the right thing to the right person 

in the right way) requires many of these skills, and young people with SEMH 

often find social communication very difficult. This adds to their difficulties 

because positive relationships are a buffer against mental health challenges 

(Perry, 2017).

There are young people with SEMH who have very good language skills, so 

having good language skills will not necessarily resolve SEMH. But for those 

with SLCN in addition to SEMH, identifying their needs and then targeting 

these areas in intervention will reduce some of the challenges they face. 

Behaviour management and support systems, such as talking therapies or 

restorative justice, are often verbally based, so developing language skills will 

better equip young people with SEMH to engage in these interventions. An 

increased awareness of potential SLCN will also help professionals differentiate 

interventions so that they are accessible and effective.

The Language for Behaviour and Emotions
approach
This book provides a systematic approach to developing language skills so that 

young people are better at using words to solve social interaction difficulties.

As they mature, young people develop their language, thinking and emotional 

skills all together via interactions and conversations about real events. 

Conversations are critical for language development (Romeo et al, 2018) 

and, when we can talk to someone who really listens and does not judge us, 

we can relax, be creative and learn (Fredrickson, 2013). Stories underpin our 

understanding of the world as they promote learning about feelings, ourselves, 

other people, social problems and consequences. They also form the basis of 

nearly all of our communication with each other. With this in mind, this book 

provides a way to have structured conversations about social scenarios that will be 

accessible and engaging to learners. This approach specifically addresses many of 
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the language skills that those with SEMH often have difficulty with. It also provides 

assessment tools, to focus the intervention and to monitor progress.

The key strands of the Language for Behaviour and Emotions (LFBE) approach 

are:

Note: The words adults use are very important, which is why when labelling 

all of the key language areas simple, young person friendly versions have 

been used, as well as technical terms. For example, ‘saying when you don’t 

understand’ is a simpler way of saying ‘comprehension monitoring’. We’ve also 

used these symbols throughout for clarity.

What to do when things don’t make sense (understanding language). 

 Saying when you don’t understand (comprehension monitoring).

 Understanding words (vocabulary).

 When people don’t say what they mean (figurative language).

Talking about feelings (emotional literacy).

 What’s that feeling called? (naming emotions).

 Dealing with feelings (emotional regulation).

Finding clues and explaining thinking (inference and verbal reasoning). 

The story (narrative). 

Bringing it all together and solving people problems. 
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